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1. Identity Information
Is this an electronic copy of an official filing submitted in paper format? No
Report date: October 31, 2011
CIK Number of Registrant: 0001477434
EDGAR Series Identifier: S000027909
Total number of share classes in the series: 2
Do you anticipate this will be the fund's final filing on Form N-MFP? No
If this is not a final filing, has the fund acquired or merged with another fund since the last filing? No

Part 1: Information about the Fund
A. Series-Level Information

Item 1. Securities Act File Number: 333-163352
Item 2. Investment Adviser
Investment Adviser SEC file number of investment adviser
BofA Advisors, LLC
801-50372
Item 4. Independent Public Accountant
Name
City, State
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP Boston, MA
Item 5. Administrator. If a fund has one or more administrators, disclose the name of each administrator
Administrator
BofA Advisors, LLC
Item 6. Transfer Agent
Transfer Agent
CIK number SEC file number of transfer agent
Boston Financial Data Services, Inc. 0000275143 84-00896
Item 7. Master-Feeder Funds. Is this a feeder fund? No
Item 8. Master-Feeder Funds. Is this a master fund? No
Item 9. Is this series primarily used to fund insurance company separate accounts? No
Item 10. Category. Indicate the category that most closely identifies the money market fund: Single State Fund
Item 11. Dollar weighted average portfolio maturity: 36 days
Item 12. Dollar weighted average life maturity. Calculate the dollar weighted average portfolio maturity without reference to
the exceptions in rule 2a-7(d) regarding interest rate readjustments: 36 days
Item 13. Total value of portfolio securities at amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $209,788,788.32
Item 14. Total value of other assets, to the nearest cent: $534,356.20
Item 15. Total value of liabilities, to the nearest cent: $2,219,255.91
Item 16. Net assets of the series, to the nearest cent: $208,103,888.61
Item 17. 7-day gross yield: 0.25%
Item 18. Shadow Price of the Series. Net asset value per share most recent calculated using available market quotations
(or an appropriate substitute that reflects current market conditions), to the nearest hundredth of a cent:
Net Asset Value per Share

Date Calculated
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Including capital support agreement
Excluding capital support agreement

$1.0006
$1.0006

2011-10-31
2011-10-31

B. Class-Level Information.

Item 19. EDGAR Class Identifier: C000106836
Item 20. Minimum Initial Investment: $1,000,000.00
Item 21. Item 21. Net assets of the Class, to the nearest cent: $208,003,888.61
Item 22. Item 22. Net asset value per share for purposes of distributions, redemptions, and repurchase, to the nearest cent:
$1.00
Item 23. Net shareholder flow activity for the month ended: $3,444,050.44
Gross subscriptions for the month ended(including dividend reinvestments): $13,460,303.96
Gross redemptions for the month ended:
$10,016,253.52
Item 24. 7-day net yield: 0.05%
Item 25. Shadow Price of Each Class. Net asset value per share most recent calculated using available market quotations
(or an appropriate substitute that reflects current market conditions)
Net Asset Value per Share Date Calculated
Including the value of any capital support agreement: $1.0006
2011-10-31
Excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1.0006
2011-10-31
Item 19. EDGAR Class Identifier: C000106837
Item 20. Minimum Initial Investment: $5,000.00
Item 21. Item 21. Net assets of the Class, to the nearest cent: $100,000.00
Item 22. Item 22. Net asset value per share for purposes of distributions, redemptions, and repurchase, to the nearest cent:
$1.00
Item 23. Net shareholder flow activity for the month ended: $100,000.00
Gross subscriptions for the month ended(including dividend reinvestments): $100,000.00
Gross redemptions for the month ended:
$.00
Item 24. 7-day net yield: 0.00%
Item 25. Shadow Price of Each Class. Net asset value per share most recent calculated using available market quotations
(or an appropriate substitute that reflects current market conditions)
Net Asset Value per Share Date Calculated
Including the value of any capital support agreement: $1.0001
2011-10-31
Excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1.0001
2011-10-31

Part 2 - Schedule of Portfolio Securities
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: City of Hilliard, OH
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): City of Hilliard, OH 0.240000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 431618AK3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JP Morgan Chase
N/A
N/A
& Co
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,540,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,540,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.74%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,540,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,540,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: City of Marlborough, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): City of Marlborough, MA 2.000000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 570884N51
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-06-15
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-06-15
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $899,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $907,327.77
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.44%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $907,621.41
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $907,621.41
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: City of New York, NY
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): City of New York, NY 0.200000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 64966G2J0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
LANDESBANK
N/A
N/A
BADEN-WURTTM
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,245,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,245,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.56%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,245,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,245,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: City of Quincy, MA
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): City of Quincy, MA 1.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 748508AB4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-07-27
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-07-27
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,049,617.20
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.91%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,053,460.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,053,460.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Clipper Tax-Exempt Certificate Trust, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Clipper Tax-Exempt Certificate Trust, MA 0.140000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 18886PG90
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
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Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
STATE STREET
N/A
N/A
B&T CO
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 4.08%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 5.375000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 5758274E7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-12-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-12-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,003,894.75
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.48%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,003,950.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,003,950.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 0.200000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 575827R44
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
LANDESBANK
N/A
N/A
BADEN-WURTTM
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,170,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,170,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.48%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,170,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,170,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts Series A 5.500000%
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 575827W97
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-01-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-01-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,235,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,245,126.06
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.60%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,245,621.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,245,621.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 0.250000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 575827X47
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Landesbank Hessen
N/A
N/A
Thueringen GZ
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,315,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,315,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.55%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,315,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,315,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 5.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57582NBT1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-03-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-03-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,034,680.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.98%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,034,380.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,034,380.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 5.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57582NBX2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-03-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-03-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,655,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,700,753.90
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.30%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,639.45
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,700,639.45
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 5.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57582NDH5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.72%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 5.125000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57582NXZ3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-12-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-12-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,100,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,104,072.42
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.53%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,104,125.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,104,125.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts 0.140000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57582PJH4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Wells Fargo &
N/A
N/A
Company
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,750,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,750,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 3.72%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,750,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,750,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Massachusetts Series A 2.250000%
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57582PPH7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-03-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-03-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,005,489.94
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.48%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,006,750.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,006,750.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 0.100000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 74514LYU5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
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Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Barclays Bank Plc N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $7,075,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $7,075,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 3.40%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $7,075,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $7,075,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: JP Morgan Chase Putters/Drivers Trust, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): JP Morgan Chase Putters/Drivers Trust, MA 0.140000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 46633VR35
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JP Morgan Chase
N/A
N/A
& Co
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,500,000.00
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.72%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Barclays Capital Municipal Trust Receipts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Barclays Capital Municipal Trust Receipts
0.110000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 06740GFN1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Barclays Bank Plc N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 3.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
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Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 0.100000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 575567VF6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Barclays Bank Plc N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 3.32%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,900,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 5.250000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 575579BM8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-07-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-07-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $516,373.34
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.25%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $516,605.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $516,605.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Deutsche Bank SPEARs/LIFERs Trust
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Deutsche Bank SPEARs/LIFERs Trust
0.170000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 25154LPG3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
A.G.
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,575,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,575,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.72%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,575,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,575,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Development Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Development Finance Agency 0.050000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57583R6H3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Wells Fargo &
N/A
N/A
Company
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,765,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,765,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.85%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,765,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,765,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Development Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Development Finance Agency 0.080000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57583RL86
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Federal Home
N/A
N/A
Loan Bank
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,035,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,035,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.98%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,035,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,035,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Development Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Development Finance Agency 0.140000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57583RTZ8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
TORONTO
N/A
N/A
DOMINION
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,600,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,600,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 3.17%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,600,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,600,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Development Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Development Finance Agency Series U-3
0.300000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57583RWG6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
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Demand Feature
issuer
BNP Paribas

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.40%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Development Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Development Finance Agency 0.130000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57583RWJ0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
TORONTO
N/A
N/A
DOMINION
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,765,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,765,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.29%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
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Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,765,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,765,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Development Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Development Finance Agency 0.340000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57583XAM4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Freddie Mac
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,720,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,720,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.79%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,720,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,720,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
0.100000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57585K3M8
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JP Morgan Chase
& Co

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.48%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
0.100000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57585KLH9
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JP Morgan Chase
N/A
N/A
& Co
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.48%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority Series B
6.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57585KYB8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-07-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-07-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $805,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $837,256.99
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Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.40%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $837,827.90
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $837,827.90
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
0.110000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57586C7U3
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
TORONTO
N/A
N/A
DOMINION
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,900,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,900,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.35%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,900,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,900,000.00
Security
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Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
2.750000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57586EDK4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-01-04
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-01-04
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $675,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $677,203.36
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $677,916.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $677,916.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Health & Educational Facilities Authority Series
J-1 0.120000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57586EKC4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JP Morgan Chase
N/A
N/A
& Co
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.20%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency 0.200000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57586NDN8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
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Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,215,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,215,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.06%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,215,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,215,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency 0.200000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57586PG67
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,195,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,195,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.54%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,195,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,195,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency 0.120000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 575911BW1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
SUMITOMO MITSUI
N/A
N/A
BANKING
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,725,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,725,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.31%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,725,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,725,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency 0.100000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 575914KG0
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
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Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JP Morgan Chase
N/A
N/A
& Co
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,200,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.54%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,200,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Puttable Floating Option Tax-Exempt Receipts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Puttable Floating Option Tax-Exempt Receipts
0.340000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 74703W5A8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
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Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Freddie Mac
N/A

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer
N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 4.32%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Puttable Floating Option Tax-Exempt Receipts
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Puttable Floating Option Tax-Exempt Receipts
0.340000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 74703XQ70
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Freddie Mac
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $8,960,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $8,960,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 4.31%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $8,960,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $8,960,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts State Department of Transportation
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts State Department of Transportation 0.110000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57563CAG7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
JP Morgan Chase
N/A
N/A
& Co
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.40%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts State Department of Transportation
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts State Department of Transportation 0.100000%
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Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 57563CBG6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
issuer
Wells Fargo &
Company

Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
of the Demand Feature

Credit rating of the Demand
Feature issuer

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,500,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.20%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,500,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts State Water Pollution Abatement
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts State Water Pollution Abatement 0.260000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 576047NC4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
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Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-01
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-01
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Societe Generale
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,970,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,970,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.91%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,970,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,970,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 0.140000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 576051BT2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
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Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,595,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,595,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.25%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,595,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,595,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: New York City, NY Transitional Finance Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): New York City, NY Transitional Finance Authority Series 1-SUB
0.240000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 6497167P6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature
Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
provider of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Landesbank Hessen
N/A
N/A
Thueringen GZ
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.88%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,000,000.00
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Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Nuveen Premier Insured Municipal Income Fund, Inc.
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Nuveen Premier Insured Municipal Income Fund, Inc. 0.280000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 670987502
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Investment Company
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
CITIBANK
N/A
N/A
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $9,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $9,000,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 4.32%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $9,000,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $9,000,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Puerto Rico Deutsche Bank SPEARs/LIFERs Trust
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Puerto Rico Deutsche Bank SPEARs/LIFERs Trust 0.170000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 25154LGB4
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
DEUTSCHE BANK
N/A
N/A
A.G.
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $810,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $810,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.39%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $810,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $810,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority 0.650000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 74526QVH2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
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Societe Generale

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $3,160,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $3,160,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.52%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $3,160,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $3,160,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Puerto Rico Highway & Transportation Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Puerto Rico Highway & Transportation Authority 0.110000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 745190Y77
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
Bank of Nova
N/A
N/A
Scotia
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $5,655,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $5,655,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.72%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
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Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $5,655,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $5,655,000.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Town of Carlisle, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Town of Carlisle, MA 1.000000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 142429LA5
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-18
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-18
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,001,450.25
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.88%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,002,220.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,002,220.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Town of Cohasset, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Town of Cohasset, MA 1.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 192450WD2
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
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Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-12-09
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-12-09
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,039,150.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,041,006.30
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.98%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,041,760.11
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,041,760.11
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Town of Falmouth, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Town of Falmouth, MA 1.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 306801ZD6
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-07-27
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-07-27
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $2,530,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $2,550,417.10
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 1.23%
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Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $2,550,088.20
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $2,550,088.20
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Town of Hanover, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Town of Hanover, MA 1.000000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 411018QL1
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-09-14
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-09-14
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,000,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,035,807.67
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.90%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,035,340.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,035,340.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Town of Holliston, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Town of Holliston, MA 1.250000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 435686QU7
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
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Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-05-25
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-05-25
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,770,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,775,639.59
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.85%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,777,062.30
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,777,062.30
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Town of Shrewsbury, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Town of Shrewsbury, MA 1.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 825502VL8
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-18
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-18
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $6,800,000.00
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Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $6,803,404.49
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 3.27%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $6,804,352.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $6,804,352.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: Town of Weston, MA
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): Town of Weston, MA 1.500000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 961165R25
Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Other Municipal Debt
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2012-02-03
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2012-02-03
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? No
Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $1,700,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $1,704,267.19
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 0.82%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $1,705,627.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $1,705,627.00
Security

Item 26. The name of the issuer: University of Massachusetts Building Authority
Item 27. The title of the issue (including coupon or yield): University of Massachusetts Building Authority 0.170000%
Item 28. The CUSIP. If the security has a CUSIP, filers must provide the security's CUSIP pursuant to this Item and may
skip Items 29 and 30: 914440HE5
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Item 29. Other unique identifier, if the security has a unique identifier. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this
Item: [Not Provided]
Item 30. CIK of the issuer, if the issuer has a CIK. If a CUSIP is provided pursuant to Item 28, skip this Item: [Not Provided]
Item 31. The category of investment. Indicate the category that most closely identitfies the instrument: Variable Rate
Demand Note
Brief description: (optional): [Not Provided]
Item 32. If the security is a Repurchase agreement: is fund treating the acquisition of the repurchase agreement as the
aquisition of the underlying securities (i.e. collateral) for the purposes of portfolio diversification under rule 2a-7? No
Item 33. Rating. Indicate whether the security is a rated First Tier Security, rated Second Tier Security, an Unrated Security,
or no longer an Eligible Security: First Tier Security
Item 34. Name of each Designated NRSRO:
Name of Designated NRSRO Credit rating given by the Designated NRSRO
N/A
N/A
Item 35. The maturity date as determined under rule 2a-7. Determine the maturity date, taking into account the maturity
shortening provisions of rule 2a-7(d): 2011-11-07
Item 36. The final legal maturity date, taking into account any maturity date extensions that may be effected at the option of
the issuer: 2011-11-07
Item 37. Does the security have a Demand Feature? Yes
Demand Feature Designated NRSRO(s) for the Demand Feature or provider
Credit rating of the Demand
issuer
of the Demand Feature
Feature issuer
LLOYDS BANK

N/A

N/A

Item 38. Does the security have a Guarantee? No
Item 39. Does the security have any enhancements, other than those identified in Items 37 and 38 above, on which the fund
is relying to determine the quality, maturity or liquidity of the security? No
Item 40. The total principal amount of the security held by the series, to the nearest cent: $4,855,000.00
Item 41. The total current amortized cost, to the nearest cent: $4,855,000.00
Item 42. The percentage of the money market fund's net assets invested in the security, to the nearest hundredth of a
percent: 2.33%
Item 43. Explanatory notes. Disclose any other information that may be material to other disclosures related to the portfolio
security:
Item 44. Is this an Illiquid Security as of the date of this report? No
Item 45. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), including the value of any capital support agreement: $4,855,000.00
Item 46. The value of the security, calculated using available market quotations (or an appropriate substitute that reflects
current market conditions), excluding the value of any capital support agreement: $4,855,000.00
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